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STRUCTURAL WEIGHT ANALYSIS OF HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Mark D. Ardema
Office of Advanced Research and Technology
Advanced Concepts and Missions Division
Moffett Field, California 94035
SUMMARY
The weights of major structural components of hypersonic, liquid hydrogen (LH2) fueled
aircraft are estimated and discussed. The major components are the body structure, body thermal
protection system, tankage, and wing structure. The method of estimating body structure weight is
presented in detail in this paper, while the weights of the other components are estimated by
methods given in referenced papers. Two nominal vehicle concepts are considered: the advanced
concept employs a wing-body configuration and hot structure with a nonintegral tank, while the
potential concept employs an all-body configuration and cold, integral "pillow" tankage structure.
Characteristics of these two concepts are discussed and parametric data relating their weight
fractions to variations in vehicle shape and size, design criteria and mission requirements, and
structural arrangement are presented. Although the potential concept is shown to have a weight
advantage over the advanced, it involves more design uncertainties since it is farther removed in
design from existing aircraft.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the weight analysis of the body structure of liquid hydrogen fueled
hypersonic aircraft and discusses the weight characteristics of selected hypersonic aircraft designs.
The weight items considered in addition to the load-carrying body structure are the body fuel tank,
the body thermal protection system, and the wing. Not all these items will be needed for every
design. These four weight items constitute the major portion of the dry weight of hypersonic
aircraft; for a typical cruise vehicle they account for about 35 percent of the gross takeoff weight
(the total dry weight is about 55 percent of gross). The weight of the remaining items (propulsion
system, landing gear, surface controls, fixed equipment) does not vary substantially with changes in
vehicle concept. Thus, to a first approximation, the sensitivity of vehicle dry weight to design
parameters may be assessed by considering the four weight items mentioned above.
Preliminary weight estimates of aircraft traditionally have been made using empirical methods
based on the weights of existing aircraft. Reference 1 describes such methods, and references 2 and
3 apply them to hypersonic aircraft. Studies have shown, however, that the bodies or fuselage
designs of hypersonic aircraft will be significantly different from those of existing aircraft
(refs. 4-11). The most important of these differences are the requirement for containment of
cryogenic fuel in the body, the presence of insulated structure, and possibly the employment of
noncircular structural shells. These differences suggest the need for an analytically based method of
arriving at preliminary body weight estimates rather than methods relying on historical data. On the
other hand, in a preliminary designeffort suchasthat in progressfor hypersonicaircraft, a large
numberof vehicledesignsmustberapidly evaluated.Thisrequirementprecludestheuseof detailed
methodsof structuralanalysisat present,andbody structureweight for preliminarydesignpurposes
mustbecomputedon the basisof idealizedvehiclemodelsandsimplifiedstructuralanalysis.
The developmentand application of an analytical method basedon beam theory for
estimatingbody weight is presentedin detail in this paper. The analysisconsidersonly yield
strengthand buckling failure modes;it cannotbe employedin placeof adetaileddesignstudyfor
making final design decisions or for determining accurate weights. The analysishas been
programmedfor a digital computer to yield rapid estimates.The programis well suitedboth for
weight-sensitivitystudiesandfor incorporationasasubprogramin a missionperformancemodel.
Oneof the mostimportant considerationsin preliminarydesignis configurationselection.For
hypersonicaircraft, thereis a trend toward configurationsin which the vehiclewing andbody are
somewhatblended.The limiting caseof this trend is the all-body configuration,which hasno
structuredesignedsolely to producelift. From a weightstandpoint,the all-body shapeappearsto
haveboth inherentadvantagesand disadvantageswhencomparedwith the conventionalwing-body
shape.Among the advantagesare the elimination of the wing and smalleroverall dimensions.
Principal disadvantagesare greater body surfaceareasand noncircularstructural sections.Both
configurationsareconsideredin this paper.
For hypersonic aircraft, basic questionsarise concerningthe arrangementof the body
structure (ref. 12). For example,the structure may beeither exposedto the atmosphere("hot"
structure) or protectedfrom atmosphericheatingby an insulationsystem("cold" structure).The
fuel tank may be either separatefrom the body structure(nonintegraltankage)or combinedwith
the body structure asoneunit (integral tankage).Wing-bodyversusall-body,hot structureversus
coldstructure,andnonintegralversusintegraltankagearecomparedanddiscussed.
The primary purposeof this paper is to presentand discussparametric(weight sensitivity)
data for hypersonic aircraft. Weight sensitivity data are presentedfor two nominal designsor
concepts.The "advanced" concept employs a wing-body configuration, hot structure, and a
nonintegraltank. The "potential" conceptusesanall-bodyconfigurationandacold, integralpillow
tank structureconsistingof intersectingconicalshells.Characteristicsof thesenominal designsare
discussedand resultsare presentedrelatingvariationsin weightwith parametersin the following
areas:(1)vehicle sizeand shape,(2)design criteria and missionrequirements,and (3)structural
design.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The vehicle configurations considered in this study are shown in figure 1, and their
geometrical relationships are presented in appendix A. The wing-body configuration consists of a
double-ended, power-law body of circular cross section and a delta wing. The all-body arrangement
is composed of an elliptical-cone forebody with an afterbody of elliptical cross section, which fairs
to a straight-line trailing edge. These shapes were chosen both because they are easily described in
mathematical form and because they represent well two designs currently of interest in hypersonic
studies. The body structure is a shell in the same shape as the body configuration for all concepts
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Figure 1.- Hypersonicaircraft configurations.
except thoseemployingpillow tankage.In the pillow tankageconcepts,intersectingconicaltanks
arefitted within theall-bodyconfigurationasdescribedin appendixA andillustratedin figure2.
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Figure 2.- Nominal structural concepts.
The loads were computed by methods described in reference 13. Briefly, longitudinal
bending-moment distributions were based on vehicle loading due to a static maneuver (2.5 g
pullup), a dynamic gust condition (15.25 m/s (50 fps) vertical wind shear), and a dynamic landing
impact (3.05 m/s (10 fps) sink speed). A safety factor of 1.5 was applied to all loading conditions.
The resulting bending moments at each longitudinal body station were used to compute the
amount of structural material required at the point of maximum stress. This material was
distributed uniformly around the circumference, as is commonly done in preliminary weight
analysis (cf. ref. 14, sec. 15.6). The portion of the material at the sides of the body not required for
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resistingbending loads was assumedsufficient for resistingshearand torsion loads. Although
variationsin structuralbody weightariseprimarily from variationsin bendingmoment,loadsdueto
pressurizationwere also accountedfor and usedto relievecompressivebendingloads(pressure
stabilization) in integral tank concepts.In addition, the all-body conceptsincorporatesufficient
spanwisestructurein theaft sectionsto introducethe tail loadsinto the body structure.
Two structuralarrangementsareconsidered:anintegrallyZ-stiffenedshellstabilizedwith ring
frames,and a truss-coresandwichshellwithout frames.The structuralmaterialsconsideredarean
aluminumalloy, a titanium alloy, a high-strengthnickel alloy, andahigh-temperaturenickel alloy.
The valuesof mechanicalpropertiesusedfor this study are70percentof the minimumvaluesfor
procurementspecificationpurposesgivenin reference15at theappropriatestructural temperature.
For integral tankageconceptsthe weightof suchsecondarystructuresasbulkheadsandother items
necessaryto enablethe structure to containfuel must alsobe included.For nonintegraltanks,a
separatefuel tank weight is computed.For the all-bodyconfigurationwith integraltankage,either
pillow tankageisusedor internaltruss-workis addedto carrythe pressureloads.
Appendix B givesin detail the body structural weight analysis,which assumesthat the
material exhibitselastoplasticbehavior.Tensileyield, compressionyield, and bucklingfailuresare
accountedfor; in addition, there is a minimum gagerestriction on the shell.The maximumstress
failure theory wasused for predicting yield failures.This theory resultsin very nearly the same
weightestimatesascanbe obtainedwith failure theoriesbasedonbiaxial statesof stress.Buckling
calculationsassumethe stiffenedshellconceptsto behaveaswide columnsand the sandwichshell
conceptsto behaveascylinders.Thebuckling equations,basedon the resultsof reference16, are
derivedin appendixC. The"nonoptimum" weights,whichamountto about40 percentof thebody
structureweight, aredeterminedby an empiricalmethodbasedon existingaircraft, asdescribedin
appendixB. The samenonoptimumfactor isusedfor all concepts,eventhoughsandwichstructures
might be expected to have higher nonoptimum weights becauseof the need for greater
reinforcementin the vicinity of joints and cutouts. Sincea circular sectionmay be viewedasa
specialcaseof anelliptical section,the analysesof appendixesB and C aremadefor the all-body
configurationandreducedto the wing-bodyasa specialcase.
The framesrequiredfor the stiffenedshellconceptaresizedby the Shanleycriterion (chap.3,
ref. 14). Thiscriterion is basedon the premisethat, to afirst-orderapproximation,the framesact as
elasticsupportsfor the wide column (p. 405, ref. 17; and p. 490, ref. 18),andit iswidelyusedfor
weightestimationof ring-stiffenedshellstructures(refs. 19,20,21). Recentanalysesbasedon more
exact buckling models have indicated that in certain casesShanley'scriterion may either
significantly overestimateor underestimatebuckling loadsfor generalstability (refs. 22, 23). For
the structural arrangementsconsideredin this paper (internally stiffened shells,d/r _ 0.2) the
Shanleycriterion appearsto be conservative.The criterion is extended to elliptical shells in
appendixC, whereit is shownthat weightis relativelyinsensitiveto thevalueof Shanley'sconstant.
Becausenonoptimum weight is determinedby comparisonwith existingsubsonicaircraft,
some phenomenapeculiar to hypersonicvehiclesare neglectedin the analysis.Perhapsmost
important of thesephenomenais the thermal environment.The high exterior temperatureof the
vehicleand the cryogenictemperatureof the interior causehighthermalgradients,whichmaylead
to significant thermal stresses,particularly in integral tankage concepts.However, a rough
calculation based on the methods of reference24 (chap.10) indicates thermal stressesto be
approximately an order of magnitudeless than the bending stressesfor the integral tankage
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conceptsconsideredhere.Thus,althoughthe thermalstressesmaybehighin certainlocalportions
of the structure,the effect on the total weightmay beexpectedto besmall.This is in agreement
with reference7 whichstatesthat estimatedthermalstressescauseabouta 5to 10percentincrease
in weight. Thethermalstressesin thin structuressuchaswings,on theotherhand,maybeexpected
to be significantly higher and, in fact, havebeen found to be approximatelyequal to bending
stresses(ref. 25).
Another aspectof the thermalenvironment,the effectsof high temperatureon the physical
properties of structural materials, can result in complex failure mechanismsinvolving fatigue,
stress-corrosion,creep,and thermal cycling all of which arebeyond the scopeof this study. It is
assumedthat using70percentof long-time,at-temperaturematerialpropertieswill accountfor such
phenomenato a major extent. Alsoneglectedis the weight of suchhigh temperaturematerialsas
refractory metals, which may be required in portions of the vehicle exposedto the highest
temperatures,suchasthe noseandwingleadingedges.
The methodsusedto estimatethe weight of the tankage,thethermalprotectionsystem,and
the wing arediscussedbriefly in appendixB. Tankageweight is estimatedusing information from
reference26 which describesthe design,fabrication,and testingof a flight-weightliquid hydrogen
tank and thermal protection system. Insulation thicknessesfor thermal protection systemsare
computedfrom the transientheat conductionanalysisdescribedin reference27; thecalculationof
the nonoptimum weight of this systemutilizes information from reference26. Although many
thermal protection system conceptshave been proposed (refs.28 and 29) the only concept
consideredhere is a passivesystemusinghelium-purged,quartz-fiber insulation.As noted earlier.
wingweightisestimatedby anempiricalrelationshipfrom reference3.
RESULTS
Characteristicsof NominalConcepts
The resultsof the weight study are presentedprimarily in the form of sensitivitiesof the
weight of two nominal conceptsto variousparameters.The "advanced"conceptrepresentsthe
most conventionalapproachto hypersonicaircraft and wouldentail relativelylittle innovationand
development.The "potential" conceptrepresentsasubstantialdeparturefrom conventionalaircraft
designsand henceinvolvesmanymoredesignuncertaintiesthan the advancedconcept.It mustbe
rememberedthat to assessmissionperformance,aerodynamicandpropulsionsystemcharacteristics
must be consideredaswell as the dry weight fraction. The aerodynamicand propulsionsystem
characteristicsof the all-body configurationareanalyzedin references30and31,respectively,and
themissionperformanceof this configurationis reportedin references10and 11.
Figure2 showsthe structuralarrangementof theadvancedconcept,whichusesthe wingbody
configurationshownin figure3(a). The vehiclegrosstakeoff weight is 2220KN (500,000lb), the
body volumeis 2020m3 (71,400ft 3), andthebody length is95 m (312 ft). Thenominalmissionis
a 10.2Mm (5500n. mi.) cruiseat a Machnumberof 7. Thehot, load-carrying,body structureof
this designconsistsof an integrally Z-stiffenedshell stabilizedwith ring frames.The structural
material is a nickel alloy, and the structure is designedfor an internal pressureof 13,800N/m2
(2 psi) (not pressurestabilized).The fuel tank is nonintegralandhasahelium-purged,quartz-fiber
insulationsystem.
Figure 2 also shows the structural arrangementof the potential concept,which usesthe
all-body configurationshownin figure 3(b). The nominalvehiclesizeand missionare the sameas
for the advancedconcept.The potential designhasacold, integral,pillow tank, load-carryingbody
structure consistingof a truss-coresandwichshell and monocoquewalls, pressurestabilizedat
69,000N/m2 (10 psi). The structuralmaterialis titanium alloy. Exterior nickel alloy coverpanels
andhelium-purgedquartz-fiberinsulation arerequiredfor thermalprotectionof thepillow tankage
structure.
GTOW = 2.22 MN (500,000 Ib)
VOLUME = 2020 m 3 (71400 ft 3)
LENGTH = 95 m (512 ft)
WING AREA = 580 m 2 (6250 ft 2)
(a) Wing-body.
GTOW = 2.22 MN (500,000 Ib)
VOLUME = 2020 m 3 (71400 ft 3)
LENGTH = 58 m (190 ft) t_PLAN AREA 898 m 2 (9660 f
1_
(b) All-body.
Figure 3.- Configurations.
Figure 4 shows the longitudinal bending moments as a function of body station for the two
configurations; note that the magnitudes of the bending moments are approximately the same for
both. The characteristics of the bending moment distributions are described in reference 13. For the
loadingconditionschosen,both the all-body and the wing-bodymaneuverandlandingconditions
aredominant,whilethe gustcondition doesnot significantlyaffect vehicleloadings.Thethreeloads
wereassumedto act independently.
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The unit weights of the shell and frames (weight per unit body wetted surface area) of the
advanced concept, and of the shell and walls of the potential concept, are shown on figure 5. These
curves have generally the same shape as the bending moment distributions of figure 4. For both
concepts the structures are buckling limited, except for portions at the front and rear that are
limited by a shell minimum gage constraint. The smallest allowable thickness of any structural
elements was assumed to be 0.0254 cm (0.01 in.). The potential concept is more restricted by the
minimum gage constraint than the advanced. The overall average unit masses (weights) of the
load-carrying body structures (including nonoptimum mass and, in the case of the potential
concept, bulkhead and spanwise beam mass) are 22 kg/m 2 (4.5 lb/ft 2) for the advanced concept
and 13.2 kg/m 2 (2.7 lb/ft 2 ) for the potential.
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Figure6 showsthe equivalentisotropic thicknessT - that is,the thicknessof anequal mass
isotropic shell - and gagethickness,tg asa function of body station.Thesecurvesare,of course
proportionalto theunit weightcurvesof the previousfigure.
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Figure 6.- Shell thicknesses.
Theweightbreakdownsof the two nominalconceptsareshownin figure 7, whereboth weight
fractions(of grossweight)and absoluteweightsaregiven.Theload-carryingbody structureweight
consistsof a shell, frames(stiffened shell conceptsonly), walls or truss work (all-body integral
tankageconceptsonly), spanwisestiffening (all-body conceptsonly), and nonoptimum weight.
Wallsor trusswork is usedto carry pressureloadsin the all-body integraltankagedesignsbecause
this type of constructionismoreefficient thanashell.As previouslymentioned,spanwisestiffening
is requiredat the rearof all-bodyconfigurationsbecauseof the largespanin that part of the vehicle.
Designswith nonintegraltankageincludetank weight;thosewith wing-bodyconfigurationsinclude
wingweight.Thethermalprotectionsystem(TPS)weightincludesinsulationand,for cold structure
concepts,the coverpanelsshownin figure 2. Most of the other itemsmakingup thedry weightof
hypersonicaircraft (suchaslandinggear,control surfaces,fixed equipment,andpropulsionsystem)
vary only slightly with changesin vehicleconceptand total about 25 percentof the grosstakeoff
weight for most designs.Weightstatementsof hypersonicvehiclesmay be found in references10
and11. In this paper,the term weight fraction refersonly to thoseitemsshownon figure7.
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Note that the weight fraction of the potential concept, 0.240, is significantly less than that of
the advanced, 0.355. The relatively low weight fraction of the potential concept is due primarily to
the use of cold, integral tank structure as discussed later. The combined weight of the wing and tank
required by the advanced concept more than account for its greater weight fraction. It is also of
interest to note that the structure and TPS weight fractions are equal for the potential concept.
Finally, it must be kept in mind that the potential concept, being a radical departure from
conventional aircraft designs, contains many more design uncertainties than the advanced.
Effect of Variations in Shape and Size
The advanced concept- Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the effects of changes in three shape
parameters on weight fractions; the tick marks on these figures indicate the nominal values of these
parameters. The nominal shape analyzed here is not necessarily optimum; it was chosen only as a
base about which shape variations were made.
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Figure 8 shows the effect of variation of
fineness ratio on the weight fraction. For this
parameter, wing weight and tank weight
remain fixed and the TPS weight increases
slightly due to increasing surface area. With
fineness ratio, however, body structure weight
increases nearly linearly. Fineness ratio also
has a strong and opposing influence on
aerodynamic efficiency and is thus an
important parameter for configuration
optimization.
Figure 9 shows the variation of weight
fraction with the exponent of the power law
that defines body shape (appendix A). The
shape varies from a cylinder (exponent = 0) to
a double-ended cone (exponent = 1). The
wing, TPS, and tank weights remain essentially
constant for this variation. Since the
maneuver loads decrease with increasing
exponent (because the longitudinal lift and
weight distribution becomes more similar)
and the landing loads increase (because the
vehicle length increases), the structural weight
fraction has a minimum value at about the
nominal value of the exponent.
The effect of varying takeoff wing
loading is shown in figure 10. The
predominant effect of increased wing loading
(decreasing wing area) on the body structure
is that the body carries an increasingly large
percentage of the lift. As a result longitudinal
lift and weight distributions are more
compatible, thus reducing maneuver loads and
hence structural weight. The TPS and tank
weights remain constant, while the wing
weight decreases as wing loading increases.
The net effect is a significant decrease in
weight fraction with increasing wing loading.
In practical designs, this increase in wing
loading is limited by landing and takeoff
considerations, cruise efficiency, strength of
sonic boom, and so on.
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Figure 11 shows the effect of size on
the weight fraction of the advanced
concept; the tick mark indicates the gross
weight and density of the nominal design.
The shape parameters Rfi n, p, and W/S
were held at their normal values, and only
maneuver loads were considered. The
three values of gross vehicle density
examined cover the range of possibilities
for LH2 fueled, hypersonic vehicles;
because of the low density of hydrogen
fuel (about 72 kg/m 3 (4-1/2 lb/ft a)),
these values are lower than those typical
of current transport aircraft (about 160 to
400kg/m 3 (10 to 25 lb/ft3)). Individual
weight items are shown only for the
112 kg/m 3 (7 lb/ft 3) density, but the
variations seen here typify results for
other densities.
As would be expected the body structure weight fraction increases with gross takeoff weight
(WTo), except at low gross weights where the structure is significantly affected by the minimum
gage constraint. It is also evident that the variation of structure weight fraction with WTO agrees
well with the relationship (WBs/WTo)_ WTO 1/6 obtained by combining the simplified bending
moment versus gross takeoff weight relationship of reference 13 with the assumption that the entire
structure is buckling limited. Tank weight fraction for this design is independent of WTO for
constant density because tank weight is assumed to scale linearly with body volume. The TPS
weight fraction, which is predominantly influenced by surface area, increases as WTO decreases, and
it assumes major importance at low WTO where the surface area to volume ratio is large. Wing
weight fraction remains very nearly constant. The combined effect of all these variations produces a
total weight fraction that is relatively insensitive to changes in WTO, except at low values of WTO
where increases in TPS weight and, to a lesser extent, structure weight, result in higher weight
.5 fractions. Changes in density (hence also
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Figure 12.- Effect of breakpoint ratio (potential).
volume and surface area) affect the weight
fraction primarily through TPS weight which,
to a good approximation, is proportional to
surface area. Lower density vehicles (larger
volumes) are seen to have higher weight
fractions.
The potential concept- The effects of
shape and size variations on the weight
fractions of this concept are shown in
figures 12 through 15; as before, the tick
marks indicate the nominal values of the
shape parameters. The effects of parametric
variations on aerodynamic efficiency are
discussed in reference30. The effect of
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breakpoint ratio (eq. (A9)) is shown in
figure 12. Note that structural weight
fraction tends to decrease as the
breakpoint moves aft, while the TPS
weight fraction tends to increase. The
net effect of these two opposing
influences results in a weight fraction
that is fairly insensitive to breakpoint
ratio.
Figure 13 shows that as the body
sweep increases, structure weight
fraction tends to decrease because the
cross-sectional shape becomes
increasingly cylindrical. The TPS
weight fraction also decreases,
primarily because of decreasing surface
area. At sweeps approaching the
limiting value of rr/2 rad (90°),
however, this trend is reversed due to
the rapidly increasing vehicle length
and associated increased structural
weight. The overall result is the
occurrence of a minimum value of
weight fraction at about 1.4-1.5 rad
(80 ° -85 °) sweep.
The effect of varying fatness ratio
(eq. (A8)) is shown in figure 14. As
fatness ratio increases, the vehicle
becomes more cylindrical and
compact, causing both the structure
and TPS weight fractions to decrease.
It is apparent that the total weight
fraction is very sensitive to this
parameter, with large fatness ratios
corresponding to low weight fractions.
However, reference 30 shows that
aerodynamic efficiency decreases
sharply with increasing fatness ratio;
this parameter therefore exerts great
influence in configuration
optimization.
Figure 15 shows the effect of size
on the weight fraction of the potential
concept for the same three densities
considered for the advanced concept.
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As before, only maneuverloads are considered,and the shape(RBR, Rfat, A) is held fixed.
Comparingfigures11 and 15, the structure and TPS weight fraction variationswith WTO are
evidently very similar for both concepts.For the potential concept,however,the relativelyhigh
TPS weight fraction compared to the structure weight fraction results in a reversalin weight
fraction variation; the weight fraction decreaseswith increasingWTO, and tends to approacha
constantvalue asWTO increases.This increasein weight fraction at low valuesof WTO results
primarily from the relatively largesurfaceareasand minimum gagerestrictionson the structure
accompanying the reductions in overall sizes. Simplified analysis gives the relationship
(WBs/WTo)_ WTO1/s which agrees reasonably well with figure 15. The effect of density on the
weight fraction is the same as for the advanced concept. Reference 30 indicates that aerodynamic
efficiency is relatively insensitive to variations in size for the potential concept.
Effect of Variations in Design Criteria
and Mission Requirements
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The effect of load factor n is
summarized in figure 16 for both concepts.
Tank weights was held constant and TPS
weight remained nearly constant. Both wing
weight and body structure weight, however,
increased with increasing load factor, thereby
causing total weight fractions of both concepts
to increase. The weight fraction increase is
very nearly linear above about n = 2; below
this value, both landing and maneuver loads
influence the design.
Figure 17 shows the effect of design
landing weight. Only body structure weight is
affected by this parameter. The weight
fractions of both concepts are seen to be
relatively insensitive to this parameter even for
values approaching the gross takeoff weight. It
may be concluded, therefore, that the weight
penalty incurred by the requirement that these
particular vehicles land at gross takeoff weight
will be small.
One of the most important mission
parameters for hypersonic cruise vehicles is
cruise Mach number MC. Before discussing the
effect of MC variations on weight fraction, it is
instructive to consider the temperature-time
characteristics of hypersonic cruise aircraft.
Typical plots of temperature and time as a
function of cruise Mach number for a fixed
14
rangeareshownin figure 18 (ref. 30). The cruisetime t decreasesin anasymptoticfashionasMC
increases,whilesurfacetemperaturesincrease.Themaximumexterior surfacetemperatureTstruc is
usedfor computationof hot structureand coverpanelweights,while the meanupperand lower
surfacetemperaturesTupper and Tlower are usedin the computationof insulationweight.To a
first approximation,insulationunit weightis proportionalto therectangulartemperature-time_pulse
(areaunder theT versust curve;ref. 27). Sincefigure 18indicatesthat the productsTupper × t and
Tlower × t arevery nearly independentof MC, it canbe expectedthat insulationweightwill be
fairly insensitiveto MC.
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From data in figure 18 the effect on
weight fraction of cruise Mach number MC is
shown in figure 19 for both nominal concepts
at a fixed range of 10.2 Mm (5500 n. mi.).
For the advanced concept, the tank weight
remains constant for this variation, and the
TPS weight, for reasons discussed above,
remains very nearly constant. The wing and
body structure weights increase with MC
because they are exposed to the increasing
exterior surface temperature. Titanium alloy
structure appears best for cruise Mach
numbers up to about 5, at which point loss in
ductility of present day alloys due to thermal
effects prohibits further use. A high-strength
nickel alloy is applicable for vehicles in the
Mach number range of 5 to 9, while a lower
strength nickel alloy with better oxidation
resistance is required above about Mach 9.
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The trend for the advancedconceptis obviously increasingweight fraction with increasing
MC. The trend of the potential concept, however,is quite different. In this design,the body
structural temperature(and hence the weight) is held fixed, and the TPSweight variesas the
exterior temperaturesand time vary. SinceTPSweight is insensitiveto MC (assumingcoverpanel
weightdoesnot changeradically), the potential conceptweightfraction is verynearlyindependent
of cruiseMachnumberand,in fact, decreaseslightlyat higherMC. Moregenerally,it wouldappear
that the weightfraction of anyvehiclewith coldintegraltankageflying a fixed rangemissionwill be
insensitiveto MC, regardlessof vehicle configuration. The comparisonof the two conceptsin
figure 19showsthat the potential conceptbecomesrelativelylighter asMCincreases.
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Since it was found that minimum gage
t m restrictions on the body structure
in_uence portions of the structure, the effect
of minimum gage was investigated; the results
are shown in figure 20. As might be expected
the integrally stiffened shell of the advanced
concept is less sensitive to tmg than the
sandwich shell of the potential concept. For
the advanced concept, values of tmg up to the
nominal value of 0.0254 cm (0.01 in.) do not
cause any significant increase in weight
fraction. Above this value, the effect of tmg
becomes increasingly more significant until, at
about 0.0762 cm (0.03 in.), the entire
structure is minimum gage limited. For the
potential concept, the minimum gage
constraint has a slight but noticeable effect on
the weight fraction at the nominal value.
Above this value this constraint rapidly
becomes significant with the entire structure
being minimum gage at about
tmg -- 0.0508 cm (0.02 in.)
For a pressure-stabilized, integral tank,
cold structure there are two parameters that
may be used for weight fraction
minimization- internal gage pressure of the
structure Pg and maximum allowable
structural temperature. Figure 21 shows the
effect of Pg on the weight fraction of the
potential concept, in which pressure loads are
used to relieve compressive loads. The weight
initially decreases with Pg until a minimum
weight is reached at the nominal pressure of
about 69,000 N/m 2 (10 lb/in.2); above this
value, weight increases with pressure. The
weight variation is seen to be slight up to
pressures of about 103,500 N/m 2 (15 lb/in. 2 ).
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The secondof the two designparametersavailablefor weight minimization is the maximum
allowable structural temperature,which may be adjustedby varying insulation thickness.With
increasedstructural temperature,body structure weight increasesdue to degradationin material
properties,while theTPSweightdecreases.Theneteffect (fig. 22) is that the weightfraction of the
potential concept is independent of maximum structural temperature over a wide rangeof
temperatures(about 367° K to 589° K (200° to 600° F)).
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Figure 22.- Effect of structural temperature (potential).
Effects of Variation in Structural Concept
The last variation considered is the highly important one of structural concept. Considering
the wing-body configuration first, figure 23(a) shows the weight fractions for four different
structural concepts or designs. The first is the advanced concept already discussed. The second
concept differs from the first in that insulation and cover panels are added to limit maximum
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Figure 23.- Effect of structural concept.
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structural temperatureto 367° K (200° F), thus permitting the useof an aluminumalloy, rather
than a nickel alloy, structure. The results show that the decreasein structure weight (about
50 percent)more than compensatesfor the increasein TPSweight,and a significantreduction in
total weight fraction is achieved. The third concept differs from the second in that
pressure-stabilized,integral tankageis used.Eventhough pressurestabilizationreducesstructural
weightslightly, this reduction is offset by the addition of bulkheadsandothersecondarystructure
requiredwith integral tankage,and the structureweight fraction increases.A major improvement
however,accruesfrom the eliminationof the tank, enoughso,in fact, that the total weight fraction
of this concept is markedly lower than the previousone. In the fourth conceptthe aluminum
structureis replacedwith a titanium truss-coresandwichstructureandsufficientthermalprotection
to limit maximum temperaturesto 478°K (400° F). This changeprovides practically no
improvementin the weight fraction. It is concludedfrom this figure that cold structure,integral
tank designsarepotentially lighter in weightthanhot structure,nonintegraltank designs.For these
lighterweightdesigns,the wing,TPS,andstructureweightscontributeapproximatelyequallyto the
total weight. It must be remembered,however, that design complexity and development
uncertaintytend to increasefrom left to right in figure23(a).
Figure 23(b) presentsthe resultsof a similar analysisof the all-bodyconfigurationfor the
samefour structural concepts.For this configuration it was found that the hot structure with
nonintegraltank concepthasa structureweightfraction of 0.71andatotal weightfraction of 0.86.
This prohibitively high weight is due to pressurebendingof the elliptical frames,which cannotbe
relievedby tensiontieswhena nonintegraltank is used.Evenif the structureisaluminumalloy at
367° K (200° F) (the secondconcepton fig. 23(b)) the weight fraction is still aprohibitively high
0.61. It is clear that unsupportedelliptical shellshavingellipseratiosa/b approximating4, when
subjectedto pressuresevenassmallas 13,800N/mz (2 psi), are impractical for hypersonic aircraft
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Figure 23.- Concluded.
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body structures.If pressure-stabilized,integral tankagestructurewith internal tensionties is used,
the third conceptin figure23(b), a reasonableweight fraction results.The fourth concept, the
potential conceptdiscussedearlier,is significantlylighter than thethird one.
Comparingfigures 23(a) and (b) to assessthe relativeweightsof the wing-body and the
all-body configurationsshowsthat for all structural conceptsboth the structureand TPSweight
fractionsare lessfor the wing-bodythan for the all-body.This is due primarily to thenoncircular
crosssection of the all-body and its relatively high surfacearea.For the lighter weightdesigns,
however, the advantageof the wing-body structure is offset by the wing weight, and both
configurationshave approximately the sameweight fraction. The potential conceptclearly is the
lighter of thetwo conceptsbecauseit usescold, integraltank structure- not becauseof its all-body
configuration.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The weight fractions of major structural componentsof hypersonic aircraft have been
estimatedfor two nominal vehicleconcepts.Theadvancedconceptwasfound to haveastructural
weight fraction (consistingof body structure,body thermal protection system,tankage,andwing
structure) of about 0.35. The potential concepthad anequivalentweight fraction of about 0.24
with approximatelyhalf the weight in body structureand half in thermal protection system.The
body structuresof eachconceptwerepredominantlybuckling critical with smallportions limited
by aminimumgagerestriction.
For the advancedconcept,finenessratio wasthe shapeparameterwith the mostinfluenceon
the weight fraction, while fatnessratio wasthe most influential for the all-body.As grosstakeoff
weight increasesthe structuralweight fraction increasesandthe thermalprotectionweight fraction
decreases.As a result, thetotal weight fraction increaseslightly asgrosstakeoff weightincreasesin
the caseof the advancedconcept,anddecreasesfor the potential concept.At very low grosstakeoff
weightsthe weightfractionsof both conceptsbecomelarge.Moredensevehicleswerefound to have
lower weightfractions.
In the areaof designcriteria, it was found that weight fraction variedlinearly with design
maneuverloadfactor but wasnot affectedby changesin designlandingweight.Increasingthe cruise
Mach number for a constant range missionwas found to increasethe weight fraction of the
advancedconcept,while for the potential, the weightfraction did not varysignificantlywith Mach
number. This conclusionappearsto apply to any hypersonicaircraft with integraltankagefor a
fixed rangemission.Although the potential conceptwasfound to be moresensitiveto minimum
gage constraints than the advanced,this result was not significant for either concept. For
pressure-stabilized,integral-tankagedesigns,the weight fraction appearsto be relatively insensitive
to designgagepressure,and to maximumstructuraltemperatureoverawiderangeof temperatures
aswell.
It wasalso determinedthat in general,cold structuredesignsare lighter than hot, and that
pressure-stabilized,integral-tank structures are lighter than nonintegral. The lighter weight
structureshowever,arealsothoseinvolvingthe greatestdesignuncertainties.For the lightestweight
19
designs,conceptsusingwing-bodyconfigurationshadaboutthe sametotal weightfractionsasthose
using all-body configurations.Vehicle designsinvolving hot, nonintegralstructuresand all-body
configurationswerefound to beprohibitively heavy.
NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
Moffett Field,Calif. 94035,October5, 1971
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APPENDIX A
VEHICLE GEOMETRIES
Consideringthe wing-bodyconfiguration first, the wing-loadinggrossdensity, and fineness
ratio aredefinedas
W/S= WTo/Sp (A1)
PB = WTo/VB (A2)
Rfi n = £/D (A3)
where Sp is the wing plan area (see fig. 24). The body exterior contour is described by a power law
as shown in the figure. A simple integration gives the body volume as
V B = rrD 2 £/4(2p + 1) (A4)
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Figure 24.- Vehicle geometries.
Solution of equations (A2), (A3), and (A4) for the length £ results in
£ = [4(2p + 1)RfinZWTo/rrpB ] 1/3 (A5)
Thus, if the wing shape parameters A and W/S, the body shape parameters p and Rfi n, and the body
size parameters PB and WTO are all specified, the wing-body configuration is geometrically defined.
A wing with leading edge sweep A of 1.22 rad (70 °) was used throughout the study. Since the cross
section of this configuration is circular, the cross section properties are well known.
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For the all-body,the geometryis somewhatmorecomplexbecausethe lifting surfacemaynot
be sizedindependentlyof the body. The wingloading,grossdensity, fatnessratio, andbreakpoint
ratio aredefinedas
W/S= WTo/Sp (A6)
fiB = WTO/VB (A7)
Rfa t = S_r/S p (A8)
RBR = _7r/_ (A9)
where Sp is the body plan area and Srr is the cross-sectional area at the breakpoint (STr is also the
maximum cross-sectional area if 0.5 < RBR < 1.0). With the aid of figure 24, the body plan area,
breakpoint cross-sectional area, and volume are computed to be
STr
Sp = _2/tan A (A10)
= _r_TrZ/tan A tan/3 (A11)
V B = rr_Tr_(_ + _rc)/6 tan A tan (A 12)
Inspection of equations (A6) through (A12) shows that the all-body geometry will be defined if the
shape parameters A, Rfa t, and RBR and the size parameters PB and WTO are specified. Expressing
the length in terms of these parameters gives
= [6RBRWTo tan A/(1 + RBR)RfatP B] i/3 (A13)
so that the length of the all-body scales with (WTO/PB)1/3 for constant shape. The wing loading of
this configuration in terms of the configuration parameters is
S 36RBR z
_/3
(A14)
This relation is plotted for the nominal shape in figure 25. The ellipse ratio a/b of the forebody is
given by
a/b = rrRBR 2 cot A/Rfa t (A15)
The section properties of elliptical shells will be needed for the weight analysis. The
cross-sectional area and perimeter are given by
A = gab (A 16)
P = 4aEiI (A17)
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Figure 25.- Wing loading (all-body configuration).
The moment of inertia about the y axis divided by the shell thickness is found from
Iy fa' =---=4 z z ds
Iy ts "8
f(v2) b2/ b2y 2= - -aT + a2 (a 2 _ y2 )dy
= 4ab2 IE t2EII ; EI_ (.EI - EII._lII- /-\" _'e_ )j (A18)
where E I and Eii are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively,
and where
e =V/T - (b/a) 2 (A19)
!
is the eccentricity. The following approximate expressions for P and Iy were found to give good
agreement with equations (A17) and (A18) for the values of e of interest:
P = 27tax/1 - (e 2/2) (A20)
Iy 0r/4)ab 2 [3 +(b/a)] (A21)
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For conceptsemploying pillow tankage,the structure is not in the shapeof the vehicle
configuration but consistsof intersectingconesfitted within the elliptical crosssection of the
all-bodyasshownin figure26. The numberof circularsectionsor lobesis taken to be the nearest
oddintegerto
NT = 2(a/b)+ 1 (A22)
Ist LOBE
Z / ,
A / Ith LOB_ - .
i
Figure 26.- Pillow tank geometry.
This relation was determined empirically and gives minimum or near minimum weight for the
configuration variations considered in this study. Referring to figure 26, the equations defining the
ith lobe in terms of the i - 1th are
ez ri z = ez b 2 _ di 2 (A23)
r i sin 0 i = ri_ 1 sin 0 (A24)
d i- di_ _ + riq cos 0 + r i cos 0 i (A25)
where equation (A23) is the condition of tangency of the circle and the ellipse. These equations are
solved sequentially at each body station x beginning with the center lobe. The free parameter 0 is
available for weight and volume optimization as discussed in appendix B. The perimeter,
cross-sectional area, and I£, of the circular lobes at any section are given by
N_p-1
Ps=2Irrb-2b0 ._ _(2rrri--2ri0i-2ri0)+2rrrN+--2rN+0NJ (A26)
i=2
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+ 7rr
N+
lb2(20sin20) + rrr'2-½ri2(20i-sin20i)-a _ri2(20-sin20
l rN_ " 0N_ " -sin20N_ 72
(A27)
f
Iy = 4 os 0 sin 0 - 0 + +
1=2
rN+[
+ --7- Vos 0 NT'
ria
_-(cos0sin0+cos0 isin0 i+_r-0-0 i)
sin 0N_. +rr- 0n 1
(A28)
!
where N T - (N T + 1)/2. The perimeter of the vertical walls connecting the lobes is given by
N_--1
PW = 4 sin 0 _.d r i (A29)
n=l
A typical pillow tankage installation is shown in figure 26. In view of equation (A22), the
forebody will have a fixed number of lobes while the number of lobes in the afterbody will increase
toward the rear of the vehicle. This increase results in an afterbody structure that is an impractical
design for an actual vehicle but is convenient for use in a mathematical model.
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APPENDIX B
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
In this appendix,weightestimatingmethodsaredevelopedfor the weightitemsconsideredin
this study. Of primary concernis the structural analysisof the load carryingbody structure.It is
convenientto discussthe nonintegral and integral tankagecasesseparately.Weightestimation
relationshipsof the otheritems(tank, thermalprotection,andwing)arediscussedbriefly.
BodyStructuralWeightfor NonintegralTankageConcepts
For all-body,nonintegral tankageconceptsit hasbeenfound that pressure-inducedbending
loadsof the elliptical shapetend to dominate longitudinal bendingloadsat the designpressure
(13,800N/m2 (2 psi)) of nonintegraltankagestructure.Sincethesepressureloadsarebestresisted
by frames,only frame-supported,stiffened-shellstructureswill be consideredfor this concept.
However, both frame-supported,stiffened-shell structures and sandwich-shellstructures are
applicableto wing-body,nonintegraltankageconcepts.A separatetank weight is computedfor
nonintegralconcepts.
Consideringfirst the shell,the compressiveandtensionstressresultantsin the axialdirectionx
at astationx are
!
Nx-= Mb/Iy (B1)
!
Nx + = (Mb/Iy) + (APg/P) (B2)
respectively. The stress resultant in the hoop direction is
Ny = bPgKp (B3)
where Kp is needed to account for the fact that not all of the shell material (e.g., core material in
sandwhich concepts) is available for resisting hoop stress. For the advanced and potential concepts,
Kp is 2.48 and 3.41, respectively. Expressions for the geometrical quantities I_, A, and P may be
found in appendix A. The quantity b is replaced by r for wing-body concepts. As may be seen from
equation (B1), the shell is not pressure stabilized. The equivalent isotropic thicknesses of the shell
are given by
_Sc = N x-/Fcy (B4)
_ST = (1/Ftu)max(Nx ÷, Ny) (B5)
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TSG = Kmgtmg (B6)
for designslimited by compression,tension,andminimumgage,respectively.In equation(B6), tmg
is a specifiedminimum material thickness and Kmg is a parameterrelating tSG to tmg which
dependson the shell geometry.For the advancedand potential concepts,King is 2.48and 3.41,
respectively;tmg is heldat 0.0254cm(0.01 in.) for both concepts.A fourth thicknessthat mustbe
consideredis that for bucklinglimited designstSBis discussedin appendixC.
The elliptical frames of the all-body may be sized either by buckling, as described_in
appendixC, or by pressurebending.An expressionfor the "smeared"equivalentthickness,tFp,
requiredto precludepressurebendingwill now bederived.Usingthe methodsandnomenclatureof
reference32 (sec.81), the redundantbendingmomentat the endsof the semimajoraxis (point of
maximumbendingstress)of an elliptical frame,dueto an internalpressure,Pg,is
S tt"! M ds
M a
- "_ + Pga 2d
Sds
fay= Pgd 28 a EII
o
+ b z + a z _ y2 +
Pg da2 [ ez E I
-- 6 _e2+l+-_Ei I
b2y 2
dx + Pga2d
a z (a 2 - x 2 )
(B7)
The frame shape parameters are defined as
KF 1 = IF/AF 2 (B8)
KF 2 = V/"_F/dF (B9)
where I F, A F, d F are the moment of inertia, cross-sectional area, and semidepth of the frame cross
section. The values of KF1 and KF2 were held at 5.24 and 0.33, respectively, throughout the study.
Using equations (B8) and (B9), the flexure formula gives
AF = (Ma/KF 1KF2Ftu)2/3 (BIO)
Substitution of equation (B7) in (B 10) and "smearing" the frames according to A F = tFpd gives
2/3
Pga [e 2 + 1 + (e2EI/EII) - (EI/EII)] }tFp= 6KF 1K--F2Ftu----_
(Bll)
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If relations(A17), (A18), (A20), and (A21) areused,this expressionis closelyapproximatedby
}2/3
. Pga 2 e2 [3 + (b/a)]
tFp = 16KF1KFZFtuX/-dvq - (e 2/2)
(B12)
which is the expression used in the analysis. For the circular cross section of the wing-body, tFp = 0
as required. If the shell is buckling critical and the frames are pressure bending critical, the total
equivalent thickness is
= + (B13)) tSB tFp
where tSB is given by equation (C2) and tFp by equation (B12). If equation (B13) is minimized
with respect to d there results
51 9a3MPg2 e4 [3 + (b/a)] }_/s
= -3 16ZTCKF12KF22bEeFtu z[1 - (eZ/2)] (B14)
TSB = 2
tFp = 35
1/s
zr3 al 1 b3 e8 [3 + (b/a)] 2Pg4 E3 e3 }
d
_-3__164KF14KF24 [1 - (e2/2)]2M3
(B15)
Hence the frame weight is 1-1/2 times the shell weight.
At each fuselage station x of the all-body configuration, the shell may be sized by
compression, tension, minimum gage, or buckling, and the frames may be sized by general
instability or pressure bending. The problem is then to find the least total thickness } = }S + tF as a
function of d which satisfies the eight conditions resulting from the possible combinations of shell
and frame criteria. (This may be viewed as a problem in nonlinear mathematical programming.) Six
of these conditions are monotonically decreasing with respect to d while the two involving shell
buckling have minimums as given by equations (B14) and (C13). The minimum total thickness } is
obtained by a sequential search procedure. For wing body configurations employing stiffened shell
concepts the procedure for determining } is similar except that there is no pressure bending of the
frames and hence only four conditions need be considered. For wing-body sandwich shell concepts,
the search procedure for } becomes simply
= _tS = max(tSc , _tST, i:SG, ts B) (B16)
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wheretSB is givenby equation(C11).Thegagethicknessis then computedfrom tg = ts/Kmg. The
idealbodystructuralweightof all-bodyvehiclesis obtainedby summationas
WI = 21rfi _ tiai x/-i - (ei2/2) Ax i (B 17)
body
length
where quantities subscripted i depend on x. For the circular cross section wing-body this reduces to
W I = 2rrp _ tiriAxi (B17')
body
length
Thus WI is the theoretical weight required to preclude failure of the body structure by yielding and
buckling, subject to a minimum gage constraint.
The preceding analysis may be used to estimate the relative weights of elliptic and circular
shells in bending. Consider an elliptical and a circular shell each of equal length and equal enclosed
cross-sectional area. Let the structure of both shells be a frame-stabilized, integrally stiffened shell
of the same material which is buckling critical, and suppose each shell to be loaded by the same
bending moment (no pressure loading). Then, for the elliptical shell, equations (B 17) and (C 13) givej e1){4 ,jl}Wiellipse rrpa - _- A 2-7_\KFle3 \,_@ a (0"3719ab + 0"6281a2
Setting r = a = b in this expression gives
_2_" t KFlearrCF-)1/8] _/N//_--x- (2r2)1/_Wlcircl e = (2rrpr Ax) E
Using equation (B 1) and setting r = _ the weight ratio is then
WIellipse {(b)2 ( e2)2f 4 13/2(0 b)} 1Wicircle = 1 --_ 3 + (b/a) .3719 + 0.6281
/4
(B18)
This ratio, which is a function only of a/b, is plotted on figure 27. It is seen to be nearly linear; the
elliptical shell being about twice as heavy as the circular one at a/b = 4. However, as mentioned
earlier, pressure bending of the frames at the 13,800 N/m 2 (2 psi) design pressure dominates the frame
sizing of the all-body in fuselage structure applications. If the shells are constructed of truss-core
sandwich, equations (B 17), (B1), and (C1) result in the ratio
WIel'i s :l
WIcircle
4 }3/s[3 + (b/a)] (a/b) a/2
(B19)
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This ratio is also plotted in figure27 and alsovariesnearly linearly with a/b but with a steeper
slope.Sinceall-bodyconfigurationstypically havea/b = 4 or greaterit maybeconcluded,regardless
of the structural conceptused,that nonintegralall-bodyconceptsareclearlyprohibitivelyheavyas
comparedwith wing-bodyconcepts.
WIellipse
WZcircle
5
TRUSS-CORE /
/ / _LIZED
INT EG RAsLL_#JI FFE ND
/_/f , SHELL
2 3 4 5 6
a/b
Figure 27.- Comparison of weights of unpressurized elliptic and circular shells.
The transverse bending moments associated with the large span of the rear portion of the
all-body configuration require additional structure for this configuration. The weight of such
structure was estimated by computing the weight of a spanwise beam capable of transmitting the
horizontal tail loads into the body structure. The result obtained is
WSB = 6pLTaM2/dTFcy (B20)
where L T is the vertical tail normal force at the design load factor, d T is the beam depth (taken to
be the body depth at the location of the tail), and a M is the beam span (taken to be the body span
at the location of the tail).
Body Structural Weight for Integral Tankage Concepts
Integral tankage concepts differ from nonintegral concepts in the manner in which they carry
pressure loads and in the fact that the load-carrying body structure also serves as a fuel tank. For
all-body configurations, a special structural concept called pillow tankage is considered.
Considering first elliptical shells, the stress resultants are the same as those derived in the
preceding section, except that pressure stabilization is utilized, that is, N x becomes
Nx = (Mb/I_) - (APg/P) (B21 )
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The shell thicknesses, tSc, tST, tSG, tSB are determined as before. For concepts employing the
all-body configuration, internal tension ties are used to relieve the pressure bending stresses on the
frames. Thus, frames are sized only by general instability for integral tankage. If the tension ties are
sized by the hoop stress loads at the ends of the semimajor axis and "smeared," their equivalent
isotropic thickness is given by
tT = APg/PFtu (B22)
The total thickness of the integral tankage concepts is then in the most general case
= ts + tF +iT (B23)
where tF = 0 for sandwich shell structural concepts and tT = 0 for wing body concepts. The
quantities ts and }F are obtained by a one parameter search that minimizes their sum in the same
manner as was done for nonintegral tankage concepts. The ideal body structural weight is obtained
from equation (B17). As before, for all-body configurations WSB given by equation (B20) must be
added to WI. Also added to WI for all integral tankage concepts is a tank weight which will be
discussed later. These items are added before the nonoptimum factor is applied.
Because of the poor structural efficiency of pressure loaded elliptical shells, a special concept
called pillow tankage is potentially attractive for all-body integral tankage concepts. This concept
consists of a shell composed of intersecting cones fitted within the elliptical body. The geometry of
pillow tankage is discussed in appendix A. The stress resultants on the circular lobes at the point of
peak bending stress (ends of semiminor axis) are
!
NSx- = (Mb/ly) - APg/(P S + PW) (B24)
NSx + = (Mb/Is_) + APg/(P S + PW) (B25)
NSy = bPgKp
The maximum stress resultants on the vertical walls are
(B26)
NWx = PgA/(P s + PW ) (B27)
NWz Pg(bcos0 +r2 cos02) (B28)
The equivalent isotropic thicknesses of the shell are given by
ts C NSx-/Fcy
}ST = (1/Ftu)max(NSx +, NSy)
(B29)
(B30)
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iSG = Kmgtmg (B31)
for designslimited by compression,tension,andminimumgage,respectively,andfor thewalls
tWT = (1/Ftu)max(NWx,NWz) (B32)
_WG= Kmgtmg (B33)
for designslimited by tensionand minimumgage.Theshellthickness,ts' isdeterminedastheleast
thicknesswhichprecludesfailureby tension,compression,andbucklingwithout violatingminimum
gagerestrictions.The shell concept may be either frame-stabilized,integrally stiffened shell or
sandwichshell.Bucklingequationsfor theseconceptsarefound in appendixC. Theidealstructural
weightof pillow tankageconceptsisobtainedby the summation
WI = o_(Psitsi + Pwitwi)Axi
body
length
(B34)
where quantities subscripted i depend on x and where
tw = max(iw T' tw G) (B35)
The parameter 0 (fig. 26) is available for vehicle performance optimization. The function
WI(0 ) monotonically decreases within the range 0 < 0 < 1r/2, and 0 therefore should be as large as
possible to minimize W I. (Although it is possible for eq. (A22) to restrict the range of 0, this
limitation was not encountered in this study.) However, as 0 approaches rr/2 the tank volume
decreases (recall that the number of lobes, N T, is fixed by eq. (A22)) and thus the volumetric
efficiency r/, defined as the ratio of tank volume to body configuration volume, must be considered
as well as W I. For the designs considered in this study, r/(0) is a concave downward function having
a local maximum for some value of 0 on 0 < 0 < rr/2. The payload performance of a hypersonic
cruise vehicle, _, will be a function of both W! and r/, that is, • = q)(W I , r/); hence the rate of
change of payload with respect to 0 is
d_ _(_I)_ dwI @-_)W dr/ (B36)d--O= dT + d-O
I
The necessary condition for maximum • gives to a first-order approximation
- (r/opt r/o
_I (WI°pt WIo ) + \8r/]W I - =
(B37)
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where(a_/aWi)r/ and (a_/ar_)wi are the sensitivitiesof payloadto WI at constantr/ and to rl at
constant WI, respectively, and where Wl0 and % are nominal values. Values of the partial
derivatives are determined from a sensitivity study performed with a mission analysis program.
Equation (B37) is solved for the optimum values Wlopt and r/opt Using Newton's method with 0
as the independent parameter. For the nominal potential concept vehicle, the above procedure
gave 0 = 0.94 rad (54 ° ).
Nonoptimum Body Structure Weight
Since the above analysis gives only the ideal weight, WI, the "nonoptimum" weight (fasteners,
cutouts, surface attachments, uniform gage penalties, manufacturing constraints, etc.) has yet to be
determined. The method used here is explained with the aid of figure 28 which is a log-log plot of
body weight as a function of a weight estimation parameter, ×, which accounts for the effects of
gross weight, body dimensions and design load factor. The circles on the figure indicate body
weights of existing aircraft; the lower line represents the equation developed in reference 3 to
estimate body weight of wing-body hypersonic aircraft.
1°5= J/ -48 - EXISTING
- IO 5
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Figure 28.- Correlation and comparison of method of analysis.
The analysis developed in the present study was applied to the same existing aircraft and the
resulting ideal weights are shown by the triangles. A two parameter regression analysis based on
ideal weight, WI, and body surface area, A B, was then employed to obtain the best fit with the
advanced technology hypersonic aircraft line. The resulting body weights are shown by the squares,
and the total weight of the body structure is
WBS = 1.64W I + 3.8 (0.08)A B (B38)
Equation (B38) was used for all vehicle concepts considered in this report. The correlation with
existing aircraft is quite good (fig. 28) except for the aircraft at the extreme values of the weight
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parameter.This conclusionis establishedby the fact that the scatterof thesquaresaboutthe lower
curveis in the samepatternasthe scatterof the actualweightsabout the upper curve,which isa
curvefit of theseweights.
Tank,ThermalProtection,andWingWeights
To a first approximationtheweightof a circularfuel tank constructedof agivenmaterialand
designedto a given pressurewill scalelinearly with tank volume. Thus for nonintegral tank
concepts,thetank weightisestimatedby
WTK= 6.13 (0.383)VB (B39)
where the constant of proportionality has been determinedby using the weight of the tank
described in reference26 as a referencepoint, assuming,a nickel alloy tank designedfor
105,500N/m2 (15.3psig).
For integral tank concepts weight must be added to the ideal body structural weight,
equation(B17), to accountfor bulkheadand other itemsnecessaryfor containmentof fuel.Since
both the materialandpressurewill vary from designto design,the followingequationisused
OPgVB
WTK = 4720 (B40)
Ftu
for these concepts, provided Pg is greater than atmospheric pressure. The functional dependence in
this equation comes from a membrane analysis of a spherical tank. The numerical constant has been
determined by using the bulkheads of the tank described in reference 26 as a reference point.
The weight of the body thermal protection system is estimated from
WTp S = AB(Ucp + Ucons t + KTPSUin s) (B41)
In this equation UCp is the unit mass (weight) of the cover panels, estimated to be 4.33 kg/m 2
(0.886 lb/ft 2) for the super alloys (temperature limit 1255° K (1800 ° F)) listed in reference 3,
Ucons t is the mass (weight) of stand-offs and other items and is taken to be 1.16 kg/m 2
(0.238 lb/ft 2 ) from reference 26, and KTp S is a nonoptimum factor taken as 1.286 for this study.
The unit weight of the insulation plus boiloff, Uin s is computed from the transient analysis
described in reference 27. The insulation system used in this calculation is helium-purged,
quartz-fiber with a density of 56 kg/m 3 (3.5 lb/ft 3), pressurized at 300 mm of Hg. For the purposes
_°f this calculation, Tlowe r from figure 18 was identified with Twe t in reference 27 and Tuppe r with
Tdry. It was assumed that the dry tank solution applied over half the vehicle body and the wet tank
solution applied over the other half.
The wing weight of wing-body concepts is estimated by an empirical formula given in
reference 3. In terms of the wing parameters, this formula is
34
[. WTO2n A_]°'s37sWwing= 2.49 (1.0)CMw Lo.o2 (W/S)tan (B42)
wheren is the load factor and CMWis a materialscoefficient (0.0352 for the advancedconcept)
which increaseswith temperature.A wingthicknessratio of 0.04wasusedin this study.
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APPENDIX C
BUCKLING EQUATIONS
In this appendixexpressionsare derived for the equivalentisotropic thicknessof the shell
requiredto precludebuckling tSB and for the "smeared"equivalentisotropic thicknessof the ring
framesrequiredto precludegeneralinstability }F" Theexpressionsarederivedfor theelliptical shell
of the all-bodyconfiguration;theseexpressionsarethenusedto obtain theequationsfor cylindrical
shellsasaspecialcase.
For the sandwichshell concept,it is assumedthat the elliptical shell bucklesat the load
determinedby the maximumcompressivestressresultantNx-, on the ellipse.Reference33 indicates
that a good approximationis obtainedby assumingthe structureto bea circularcylinderwith the
sameradius of curvature as that of the ellipse at the point of application of Nx-. Sincethe
maximum load occursat the endsof the minor axis wherethe radius of curvatureis a2/b, the
bucklingequationis m
Nx- _ rtSB7
(az/b)E e _a 2/b)_J
or, solving for tSB
_ [ N x_ _,/m
tSB = (a2/b)[_a{)-_Ee j (C1)
This equation is based on small deflection theory, which seems reasonable for sandwich cylindrical
shells, although it is known to be inaccurate for monocoque cylinders. Values of m and e may be
found in reference 16 for both monocoque and truss-core sandwich. For the nominal potential
concept, m is 1.667 and e is 0.3615. For the wing-body, this expression becomes
1/m(Nx }
SB = r\rEe / (el')
The quantities Nx- , a, b, r, and consequently tSB, will vary with body station dimension x. As
mentioned earlier, frames are not used with sandwich concepts.
For the stiffened shell concept, the common procedure of assuming the shell to be a wide
column is adopted. The buckling equation is then (ref. 16)
or, solving for tSB
Nx--CdE
N x- d
tSB = (C2)
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which is applicableboth for the all-bodyandthewing-body.For the nominaladvancedconcept,e is
0.911. This concept requires frames to prevent general instability failures.
In order to generalize the Shanley criterion for frame sizing to elliptical shells, the stiffness of
elliptical rings to inplane loads must be determined. If the methods and nomenclature of
reference 32 (sec. 81) are used, the redundant bending moment at the ends of the semimajor axis of
an elliptical ring due to opposing inplane point loads of magnitude L acting perpendicular to the
ring at the ends of the semiminor axis is
J" SM'ds L
Ma= 2 a
f Sds
faU_ L a 4 _ a 2 y2 + b 2y2 L2aEi I a 2(a 2 _y2) dy- -_ a
o
La{EI. 2)
= 7 \ EII -
where the dimensional quantities are defined in figure 24 and
(C3)
log e [(a/b)(1 + e)l
EII I = 1 + (a/b)2 e (C4)
To determine the
virtual work is used:
The bending-moment distribution in the ring, therefore, is given by
M = 7 \ Eli
deflection of the ring at the point of application of the load, the method of
s M(M/L)6 = 2 El F
ds
2L
El F
a 2
__o//aE IIy)rEi1 2 V//I+ b 2 y2a2 (a 2 _ y2 )
La a (?EII - E I +
E I - EII
8En/6e 2
dy
(C6)
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SinceL = KSS,thespringconstantof the ringis
K EIF(:1)
the factor (K3/8)[ (rr/8) (1/Tr)l being added to conform to reference 14.
It is of interest to compare the stiffness of an elliptical ring to that of a circular ring. For equal
values of EI F and equal enclosed areas (r = x/a--_, the ratio of spring constants is
(KS)ellipse 2 (b)3/2(8 1)
(KS)circle 2EII _ EI EI _ EII EIII 2
+
3 3e 2 4EII
(C8)
This ratio is plotted as a function of a/b in figure 29, and the relatively low spring constant of the
elliptical ring at the values of a/b of interest indicates that the weight of the rings in elliptical shells
will be greater than those of circular shells for the same conditions.
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Figure 29.- Comparison of spring constants of elliptic and circular frames.
The equation for frame (ring) weight is next established. Generalizing the results of
reference 14 to elliptical frames gives the following expression for the spring constant required of
the frames
K1 K2 aEiiNx -
KS = d (C9)
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If the framesare "smeared"accordingto AF = tFBd, thencombinationof equations(C7) and(C9)
gives
C (2E--II_ EI + EI-EII EIII2)FNx-a4EII -- . -3e 2 4EII
- = _ (C10)
7r 1
t FB V KFldBE(8 - _)
where KF1 is defined by equation (B8), and where the constants K1, K2, K3 have been absorbed by
"Shanley's constant," C F, taken to be 0.625X10 -4 in this study. Calculations show that the
expression
tFB = x/TrCFNx-/KF1 d3 E x/3 + (b/a)(0.3719ab + 0.6281a 2 ) (C11)
very closely approximates equation (C10) for the range of a/b of interest and equation (C11 ) is used
in the weight analysis.
Since the frame spacing, d, is as yet unspecified, it may be chosen to minimize the shell plus
frame weight. If the structure is buckling critical, the total equivalent thickness is
where tSB and tFB
= - + - (C 12)
tSB tF B
are given by equations (C2) and (C11). When t is minimized with respect to d,
4
2717-4 -
_
}SB = 4 t
1
tFB = _i
_ "fffF._/8 r(__)l/2 IV _ b )1\K--_le3: + a)(0.3719ab + 0.6281a 2
1/4
(C13)
where the optimum frame spacing is given by
_ / ?@ b 2tl/2d = 4 G + -a (0.3719ab + 0.6281a (C14)
Note that from equation (C13) the shell weight is three times the frame weight for optimum
design. Reduction of equations (C13) and (C14) to the case of a circular section gives the equations
for the wing-body
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1/8( )1j2
= 271/-----_\KFleS
_
tSB- 4 t
_
}FB 4 t
(c13')
d: r2 V TF1/ (CI4')
It is of interest to note that equation (C13) is in the form
{structure 1/8 (load_material)_ /
\coefficient ] \ coefficient /
2 ( geometry )1/4
\ coefficient
(C15)
Hence, the parameters which describe the structure, and which are most likely the least well
defined, enter into this equation in only the 1/8 power.
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